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"McDowell Mountains - Sunset" 
Oil on Canvas 
18"H x 24"W 
Part of my “Arizona” inspired series of artwork 
 
“We just received the painting and couldn’t be 
happier and more impressed with your talent.” For 
now we all want to look at it every day so it’s going 
to stay on the mantle until we figure out a perfect 
spot. - Alden H., Scottsdale AZ 
 
The landscape and flora of Arizona, so different from 
the Northeast is a source of inspiration for my 
artwork. Driving down the highway after a strenuous 

hike, I took an iPhone photo of mountains which you can see below. (I was a passenger in the car so no 
worries about safe driving!). I loved the low line of buildings that reminds me of a freight train underneath 
the stark McDowell Mountains. In realizing this in a painting I beefed up the colors quite a bit - the 
mountains in velvety indigos and purples, the sky bright pastel, the buildings vivid orange and turquoise 
and a mysterious greenish yellow glow behind the tree line.  The result is “McDowell Mountains” below. 
 
I showed this painting to a colleague who lives in Scottsdale and he loved the painting but didn’t like the 
man-made structures. That was the impetus for “McDowell Mountains - Sunset”. In this iteration I made 
the mountains more prominent - they take up more of the canvas and the sunset is even more intense so 
that the mountains silhouette against the sky. The foreground is dark leading the eye to the mountains.  
 
On a Facebook survey, voters were split down the middle on which “McDowell Mountains” they prefer! 
(The original “McDowell Mountains” is in Sonoma CA: “Emily, It arrived and I love it! It is hanging above 
my desk and makes me happy just to look at it. Thank you”, -Bill D. who much prefers the buildings 
version). 

   
 
This artwork is one-of-a-kind authentic, original artwork. All copyright and reproduction rights are reserved 
by Emily Gilman Beezley. 
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